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Soft, nuanced colours

Slightly rough texture

Pure
color

Slim size

Caled



The Nubilum collection exudes elegance and tranquility, evident in its limed facing bricks with soft,
nuanced colours. The refined palette, ranging from white and greige to anthracite grey, coupled with
a slightly rough texture, allows for beautiful combinations with various materials. Additionally, this
series offers two new bricks with a unique Wasserstrich texture: one with a sun-washed white hue on
a cream base and another with misty white tones on a warm, bright grey base. These options
enhance natural light and are perfect for creating a serene atmosphere in architectural designs.

Nubilum, natural elegance
-

Exclusively in the slim Eco-brick format

Nubilum stands as an excellent choice in terms of sustainability. These facing bricks are exclusively
available in the slimmer Eco-brick format, providing up to 3.5 cm of additional space for insulation.
This allows for denser insulation and the creation of more living space, making them highly suitable
for renovation projects.
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Nubilum Velum Beige *
Eco-brick WF ± 210 x 65 x 50 mm

Porosity: ≤ 15%
IW2 - low suction

Nubilum Clarus Greige *
Eco-brick WF ± 215 x 65 x 50 mm
Eco-brick WDF ± 215 x 65 x 65 mm

Porosity: ≤ 17% 
IW3 - normally
absorbent

Nubilum Saturn Grey *
Eco-brick WF ± 215 x 65 x 50 mm
Eco-brick WDF ± 215 x 65 x 65 mm

Porosity: ≤ 14%
IW4 - highly
absorbent

Nubilum Stratus Greige *
Eco-brick WF ± 210 x 65 x 50
mm

Porosity: ≤ 13%
IW2 - little absorbent

Nubilum Helios White *
Eco-brick WF ± 215 x 65 x 50 mm
Eco-brick WDF ± 215 x 65 x 65 mm

Porosity: ≤ 17%
IW3 - normal
sucking

Nubilum: Range Overview

*Always natural bond / Almost all facing bricks from our range are also available as brick slips.4
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LOHAS Australia is a proud
distributor of the Wienerberger
product range.


